So you’d like to know the Routes that your testing officer will take you on?
Those treacherous streets full of places for the young (and not so young)
learner driver to record a

INSTANT FAIL item?

Well let me share with you the REAL facts about what you’ll need to
know about where you’re going to be taken……..
The RTA have several different routes that you may be taken around. It
DOESN’T matter what route you are on there is criteria that will remain
the same!

•
•
•
•
•

You are judged on:
Your speed control
Your road positioning
Your use of vehicle controls
Your decision making
Your ability to respond to hazards that enter your CAS (crash avoidance area

And even if you managed to completely memorise the different routes traffic conditions on the day may differ from traffic
conditions on the day you went around the route!
So knowing what a particular route is makes NO difference at all, I have a laugh when I see Instructors advertising that
“They will show you around the testing routes” as if that’s going to be the magic elixir that will help you to pass your Ps
on the first time. It Isn’t!
What WILL help you pass your Ps on the first time is KNOWING YOUR ROAD RULES! And not “dropping your
bundle” through nerves on the day.
Having said that, yes I do advise driving around the RTA that you are doing your test at to simply familiarise yourself
with the area how to get there where to park etc(and there is no good/bad RTAs I also explain that in my book)

I have a written a book on “How To Pass Your Ps First Time” and its FREE if you do a FREE lesson with me!
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All that is explained at my website www.fit2driveschool.com and I have written several articles about the most
common cause of failure ( as well as others) that you are welcome to download they are at my facebook page at
www.facebook.com/Fittodrive
The book is also available for sale if you cannot do a lesson with me from my website under “Kims Book” link below are
just some of the things you’ll learn and understand: Oh the book comes with a money back guarantee if your not happy!

1.

Kims Tips The 17 +essential items that your assessor will be looking for you to do on the day

2.

How your logbook can determine whether or not you'll pass your test!
The MOST Common Cause Of WHY many L platers FAIL Their Ps First Time and what you'll need to do to avoid
this trap! How to avoid FAIL/INSTANT FAIL items

3.

Which RTA is best to take your test? Here’s the answer…and you may be very surprised

4.

How to reverse Parallel Park the EASY way, become a Reverse Parallel Parking expert in 12 minutes!

5.

What makes a good Instructor-what you NEED to look for BEFORE paying for more than a one lesson session!

6.

“Anatomy of a driving lesson” Exactly what we do and what you get in a 3 for 1 Fit2DriveSchool driving lessonWhat other Instructors Don't tell you!

7.

The day BEFORE Your test essential tips! And what you can do to ease your nerves, safely and legally!

8.

WARNING Early Morning and late Afternoon Tests/Driving what to watch out for and it's NOT speeding. It's a
common item that happens all the time and will ,be recorded as "Instant Fail" if you do this in your test!

9.

2 Stage braking, How to slow down and stop smoothly and efficiently with less wear and tear on your brakes

10. The RTA safer drivers course and other useful links to help you “NAIL” those red Ps!
11. Download each of the twenty individual driving lessons ! and save hours of going through multiple pages of "The road users
guide" "Guide to the driving test" you ONLY need your learner drivers log book
12. PLUS A “Guide to The Driving Test” you can download this valuable little book from
www.fit2driveschool.com/testguide.pdf it's a MUST read for all new drivers going for their red Ps.
13. Top Ten Misunderstood Road Rules- a series of very informative videos that least for about a minute each-essential to your
P Plate success!
14. The “Score Sheet” what your assessor will be using to mark your test and a brief explanation
15. So what exactly is “Low Risk Driving”

Kims Fit2Drive Gold Guarantee!
If you're a student of mine and you book at least 5 lessons with me including a one hour lesson prior to
doing your test in my car and you don't pass first time around I'll personally pay for your NEXT test then
and there at the RTA! And I'll give you ANOTHER lesson of one hour for FREE to work on the fail item!
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And I recently received this text from Rachael one year later!

“Hi Kim, not sure if you remember me but its Rachael Chappuis - one of your many learner drivers. It was
this time last year I was nervously awaiting the results of my p's test and now I've just received my greens! Just
wanted to say thank you for being such a wonderful driving instructor. Everything you taught me has stuck. I
hope you are doing well

”

For many more testimonials and some free articles to help you pass you Ps please go to
www.facebook.com/Fittodrive All testimonials are real and are on file.
Kim is a Cert 4 qualified driving Instructor and a member of the
Australian Driver Trainers Association.
He is a “Gold Accreditation Keys To Drive” trainer and able to give
you one free lesson with no catches or purchase needed all details
are at www.fit2driveschool.com

fit2driveschool@gmail.com

0409 771 606

www.fit2driveschool.com
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